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 Tools Main Features Realistic and intuitive interface: it is so easy and quick to create animation Studio works on Android or
iPhone: it works for people with no or little knowledge of Unity Main competitors: Maya, MotionBuilder, ZBrush Specs

Resolution: 1920x1080 FPS: 60 The cost: around $1,200. Pros Huge community of users (both free and paid), who support with
a lot of applications. The tutorials are extremely detailed, and very user-friendly, even if they are not that easy to access. The
program's interface is very user-friendly, even if it has not many effects. Free educational version, which is enough for a fast

prototyping. Studio is not an expensive software, compared to the similar apps, and the price changes according to the version.
Cons The interface can be complicated, if the user is not well-versed with the unity. The performance depends on the CPU of

the device and on the computer, if the computer is weak. The customization can be really time-consuming. The purchased
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version of the software requires a valid license key, which you can get only from the official website. Since the version 3.0 the
versioning scheme of the software has changed (for example, Studio 3.5.0 vs Studio 3.5.1). Studio is not an animation software,

but only a motion capture. This means that the work you are doing in the software can be related only to a motion-capture
purpose. Not completely supported: the version 3.0.1 of the software was released on the 22-Feb-2016, but Studio 3.0.2 is
already available. People who have purchased the version 3.0 can upgrade their software to version 3.0.1 for free, since the

version 3.0.1 is the equivalent of the version 3.0. Case Study In May 2015 I had a project in which I was able to create a realistic
character animation for mobile devices, in a record time. I used the software for more than two hours, without stopping,

creating the following scenarios: -A scene where the character was doing different motions -A scene where the character was
performing movements by himself and interacting with other characters 82157476af
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